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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van Sarah Schoenmaekers                                                                                                               

getiteld 

The Regulation of Architects in Belgium and the Netherlands A Comparative Analysis 

 

1. A monopoly does not necessarily bring about higher profits: even though architects hold a monopoly in Belgium, 

they generally earn less than their Dutch colleagues, who have no monopoly position in the market.  

 

2. Even though entry regulation might be beneficial to ensuring quality, in the Netherlands quality is guaranteed by 

other ex ante tools which do not restrict competition, such as the Housing Act and the Building Decree. 

 

3. Since combining the practice of architect and entrepreneur in one person is prohibited in Belgium, a company is 

prevented from offering a global services package, which results in higher negotiation and transaction costs. 

 

4. In solidum convictions of architects and entrepreneurs should be abolished since these can have unfair consequences 

for the party that is addressed first by the claimant. 

 

5. The intensity of the public regulation of professionals is not necessarily linked to the intensity of the liability rules to 

which they are subject. 

 

6. With regard to the recognition of professional qualifications falling within the scope of the general system of 

Directive 2005/36/EC, Member States are advised, in the light of mutual trust, to apply Article 13 instead of relying 

primarily upon the possibility to impose compensation measures under Article 14. 

 

7. In Belgium, school teachers can only get a permanent appointment (vaste benoeming) if they have worked 720 days 

within the same community of schools (scholengemeenschap).  Since such communities are generally composed of 

schools located within the same region, this clearly hinders the free movement of school teachers within Belgium. 

 

8. If damage can be adequately compensated ex post by means other than compulsory liability insurance, this option 

should be preferred. 

 

9. The expression ‘Hands build a house but hearts build a home’ should be changed to ‘Intelligence, creativity and 

handiness is needed for a house to be built. Lack of these qualities may often cause a home to be destroyed.’ 

 

10. When writing a PhD one better resembles an oil-lamp than a candle: even though candlelight is cosier, candles run 

out; oil-lamps can always be filled with new energy. 

 


